
Private Submission on Immigration Settings 

(i) Ultimately it is the size of a countries population that will define how the 

economy functions and the demand that will be applied to the 

environment, finite resources, infrastructural needs and all associated 

social services. 

(ii)  Much of the day to day political debate is usually given over to the 

impact of the current population on these various aspects, but usually 

without any explicit thought being given to long-term planning around 

what a finite population size should be. 

(iii) It is difficult to comprehend how anything in the way of realistic long-

term planning can be made for infrastructure, environmental protection, 

social services needs or the resolution of social inequity in the absence 

of a defined population policy.  

(iv) It appears that up to now, immigration policies have been based upon 

reactive short term needs aimed at either meeting perceived 

employment requirements (skilled and unskilled) and an underlying 

ideology that a bigger population will drive an increase in GDP which will 

in turn drive a higher standard of living. 

(v) It appears that successive Governments have given little or no real 

consideration to the impact of high immigration on wage and salaries 

(low skills / low wage migrants) and on the infrastructural needs of a 

rapidly increasing population size. This has led to the current housing 

crisis, pressures on transport networks, health and educational 

resources.  

(vi) The singular focus on increasing GDP as the panacea for all the country’s 

problems has been shown to be a flawed  philosophy by many 

economists, given that the world has finite resources. Logically, 

continuous growth in a constrained environment ultimately leads to a 

collapse of the society and the environment (refer to the definition of a 

Malthusian Trap).  

(vii) In the local context, it appears the increased population over the last 

decade or so has not resulted in any material increase in the average 

wealth, but rather has simply exacerbated the level of poverty and 

inequity within society. In addition this population increase has applied 

greater environmental pressures on resources (e.g. water shortages) and 

pollution (CO2 emissions, wastewater and solid waste production). 



(viii) New Zealand is fortunate in not having any land boarders and is 

sufficiently remote to make uncontrolled immigration very difficult. This 

means that the Government is able to control immigration relatively 

easily. While there is always some possibility of a proportion of the large  

diaspora returning due to some global catastrophe, it seems unlikely this 

will impose a significant risk under normal (post COVID) times.    

(ix) The current natural birth rate has declined to below the replacement 

rate and is likely to continue to decline further based upon trends in 

other developed OECD countries. This means that to sustain a 

population size, some level of immigration will be necessary well into the 

future. 

(x) COVID 19 has provided a unique opportunity to trial what a low 

immigration rate looks like and how this actually (as opposed to some 

economic theory) affects the way the country and economy is able to 

function. In time, once the pressures imposed by previous high 

immigration rates have been met, this new environment should allow a 

number of benefits to be realised with a move from a low wage / low 

skill economy to one where high skills and higher wages can materially 

improve the standard of living and reduce social inequality. 

(xi) The setting of a population policy is strongly recommended with fixing a 

population size of say 5 million ±100,000. This provides the opportunity 

for the selection of migrants with high skills to meet specialist 

employment needs. However, it will also enable a greater focus to be 

applied to internal education, training and skills development to meet 

future employment requirements, rather than a continuation of the 

blunt and unsuccessful mass immigration policies of the past. 

(xii) This approach would enable the expenditure of funds and resources on 

simply maintaining or improving the infrastructure we need for a fixed 

population size, as opposed to having to build and consume more and 

more in a fruitless attempt to catch-up. Surely this situation must be 

reached one day based upon sustainability principles. So, if not now, 

then when?  

(xiii) This window of opportunity to reset the country’s immigration policies 

and for a planned approach to fix a sustainable population size into the 

future must be seized and implemented as soon as possible. A failure to 

do so will consign the country to a path of continuing social and 

environmental decline.        

 


